
St. Paul Public Housing Agency Opens the
Door to Virtualization-Optimized Storage 
with Hybrid Solution from Tegile Systems 
and Clear North Technologies

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

The Challenge
Enterprise applications and 
virtual desktop images 
consolidated on to the same 
aging storage created 
performance challenges and 
application slowdowns.

The Solution
After attempting to boost 
performance with faster disk 
drives in their existing array, St. 
Paul PHA purchased a hybrid 
array from Tegile Systems

The Bene�ts
Performance challenges were 
immediately eliminated.  VDI 
boot times were decreased by 
over 80%.  SQL database 
backup issues have 
disappeared.

The agency managed its network of housing assets and tenants with a highly 

virtualized VMware infrastructure built on Dell servers and storage, using vSphere 

5.0 to load virtual machines running Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Server 2008 R2 

and Windows 7 for its Virtual Desktop Infrastructure users.  The application pro�le 

included Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and 2008 R2, Exchange 2007 and Citrix 

XenApp for virtual application delivery. 

The PHA storage was based on a dated SAN array con�gured with separate tiers of 

10K performance disk drives and 7,200 capacity disks. The storage was creating 

major headaches for the agency, including employee complaints of application 

slowdowns, and the IT team concluded it was time to upgrade the storage after 

dealing with multiple issues with the aging storage array:

• a performance shortfall with in adequate IOPS and latency, impacting production 

systems, as well as problems in consolidating vSphere snapshots after Veeam 

backups. 

•  lack of capacity with Tier 1 performance disk drives and complexity in balancing  

I/O and capacity demands and migrating data across the two available tiers of 

disk storage

•  components in the SAN were at their end-of-life, requiring a disruptive forklift 

upgrade and costly licensing additions, even if the decision was made to 

continue with existing  storage vendor.

St. Paul PHA was focused on upgrading to a new array from its existing vendor with 

additional 10K disk drives to address its performance problems and more Tier 2 

capacity but at the cost of increased power, cooling and �oorspace demands. 

However, even adding more performance and capacity didn’t solve the problem of 

e�ectively managing the multiple tiers of storage and the associated OPEX expense 

of more administrative manpower.  

Before St. Paul PHA pulled the trigger on the array upgrade, the agency’s IT solution 

provider, Clear North Technolgies, recommended a hybrid storage array from Tegile 

Systems.  Given the strong endorsement by Clear North, the Tegile array’s support 

for 8Gb Fibre Channel connectivity to enable a drop-in replacement within the 

existing IT infrastructure, the solid-state performance to solve the I/O and latency 

issues, the cost-per-gigabyte advantage of the hybrid array, and the extreme 

capacity e�ciency enabled by built-in data de-duplication and compression, the 

PHA purchased a Tegile HA2100 array. 

Tegile’s hybrid arrays are optimized for the demands of virtualized infrastructures 

like the St. Paul PHA with one-click virtual machine optimized storage creation to 

deploy hundreds of virtual machines and desktops in minutes, not hours. Tegile 

arrays leverage the performance of solid-state �ash and low cost per TB of high 

capacity disk drives to deliver up to seven times the performance and up to 75 

percentless capacity required than legacy arrays. And unlike conventional hybrid 

storage, Tegile arrays eliminate the limitations of tiered storage with a design that 

gives every application a performance boost with �ash storage.

Clear North performed a fast, trouble-free, and 100 percent successful upgrade to 

the Tegile array, including an upgrade of the existing Fibre Channel fabric. As part of 

the installation Clear North implemented a new Fibre Channel switch and then 

re-zoned and connected an older 4Gb switch to the new QLogic 8Gb switch to 

provide a storage network performance upgrade for the Tegile array and the 

vSphere hosts.

Replacing the outdated array with hybrid storage immediately solved St. Paul PHA’s 

storage performance problems.  The HA2100 is architected to deliver the 

performance bene�ts of �ash storage throughout the data path, even for application 

data that is ultimately stored on hard disk.  The intelligent caching technology 

leverages 48GB of DRAM and 600GB of �ash capacity that radically reduced the 

latency on the agency’s Microsoft Exchange 2007 server and eliminated end-user 

complaints about Outlook “hanging” while presenting a message that it’s trying to 

retrieve data from the Exchange server. The high IOPS performance of the Tegile 

array has slashed boot and reboot times on all virtual machines - including VDI 

instances - from 3 to 4 minutes to 45 seconds or less on average. Backup issues 

have disappeared with SQL backup windows reduced by 80 percent from hours to 

just minutes using the same maintenance plans.

St. Paul PHA has also experienced unprecedented storage e�ciency on its 

production data from Tegile’s inline data de-duplication and compression 

technologies.  Tegile’s data optimization reduced the original data load by 45 

percent, from 5.08TB to 2.8TB with just compression applied to SQL databases and 

logs and Exchange 2007 databases and logs, and both compression and 

de-duplication used for all other data. The agency is planning to add de-duplication 

for Exchange database LUNs when it completes an Exchange 2010 upgrade.

The Tegile array also addressed complexity issues with managing multiple tiers of 

storage and migrating the right data to the appropriate tier by eliminating data 

tiering altogether.  Tegile incorporates caching algorithms and leverages data 

de-duplication and compression to keep all active data in a large pool of data- 

reduced cache. No administrative intervention is required as the 

Tegile array is e�ectively tierless, eliminating the complexity and the performance 

degradation of continuously migrating data across storage tiers in a process that can 

take hours or days to complete.

In addition, moving from a legacy array to the Tegile array produced major OPEX 

savings in power and data center �oorspace.  The old SAN consumed at least three 

times the wattage of the HA2100 and occupied exactly three times the rack space 

while providing only 25 percent of the performance.

In the three months since the installation, the Tegile hybrid array has performed 

�awlessly. St. Paul PHA has enjoyed complete piece of mind with its storage, 

experiencing no issues at all with the array hardware - which is also protected by 

Tegile’s high-availability architecture with no single point of failure – and 100 

percent data integrity with the bene�ts of the check sum veri�cation enabled by the 

Metadata Accelerated Storage System architecture.

The St. Paul, Minn., Public Housing 

Agency, provides more than 8,000 

a�ordable housing units to more than 

20,000 low-income residents in the 

city. The PHA owns and manages 4,247 

units of city-owned public housing and 

administers 4,500 vouchers under 

HUD’s Section 8 program. 
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